
































 

 

Reply to email sent to Roger Conklin and Odis LeVrier about this PDF it is added here for its historical value to 
this piece.         Mike Neale 

======================================================================================
Mike,  

Thanks so much, first for picking this up off EBay and second for sending us a copy.  I have printed it out.  I was 
at Kellogg at the time this was published in 1959 and recognize several names and faces.  One of the editorial 
consultants was Ed. F. Rausch.  He was in charge of the personnel department (human resources, as it would be 
called today), and he and I had lots of interfacing. He was in charge of hiring me when I graduated from University 
of Michigan. -I remember very well the cutover of the Wisconsin Rapids K-60 exchange in that city and the 
smaller towns of Nekoosa and Port Edwards.  It was not the first K-60, but it was by far the largest up until that 
time.  General Edmond Levy was president of IT&T. He was a retired Army general.  He did not leave much of a 
mark on the company during his short term in that job.  He lasted only a short while until Harold Geneen came in 
to that position and completely revolutionized IT&T, renaming it ITT, (among other things).  

Mention is made of the cutover of a Kellogg SxS exchange at Commonwealth Tel in Millersburg, PA. 
 Commonwealth was a good customer for what had been Federal Tel & Radio Corp. SxS equipment made in 
Clifton, New Jersey.  Management of that facility had been incorporated into Kellogg but the equipment was still 
being made in Clifton.  Shortly thereafter the Clifton operation, manufacturing and engineering, was consolidated 
into the Cicero Avenue facility in Chicago.  A good friend of mine, Don Smathers (whom I hope to see at the 
Maitland FL phone show in January) was technical director of Commonwealth for a number of years, but that was 
in the late ‘70s and early ‘80s.  Don and I worked together briefly in Brazil when I left ITT and joined Continental 
Telephone.  It has been over 30 years since I have seen Don, so we are looking forward to Maitland.  

Of the 8 engineers interviewed for that article, I knew some of them very well. Marv Thompson was a top notch 
engineer and a fine gentleman.   He later transferred to ITT's laboratories in Conn. and was involved in the 
development of ITT’s System 12 digital switching, which never really got off the ground (until ITT sold that part of 
its business to Alcatel).  He then went to ITEC in charge of switching development there and. I heard, passed 
away while working there. Glenn Clark, the owner of ITEC, was also a former Kellogg employee.  He was on the 
San Juan project when I was there.  I did run into Marv at a trade show while he was at ITEC.  That was the last 
time I saw him. He was involved in the San Juan Metro Area cutover from manual to 7-3 crossbar.  I spent 8 
months in Puerto Rico on that project, so we had frequent contact.  That is where I met my wife.  We were 
married in Puerto Rico and will be celebrating our 50th anniversary in August 2006.  I got drafted into the Army 
wile working on the San Juan project in 1954 and our marriage took place when I was shipped back to San Juan 
for discharge at the end of my 2 years in the army.  

Ted (Theodore) Bowers was “Mr. Traffic” at Kellogg. I remember he had one of those very complicated crank-
operated mechanical calculators on his desk, before there was any such thing as an electronic calculator. He 
always wore a bow tie, just like the picture in this publication. He was a recognized authority in the industry on 
telephone traffic.  Among the new Chicago employees listed on page 5 is the name of Rames Mina.  He was a 
middle-aged Egyptian engineer who was assigned to Ted Bowers as his assistant. His background was also in 
telephone traffic from his previous employment) I am not sure where that was.  He and I became good friends and 
I had a lot of respect for his ability. He also was a real gentleman.  Ron Bowman worked for me when I was 
running the equipment engineering department (Application Engineering, it was called). He was a very bright 
young fellow who was always very dependable.    Ron was not a degreed engineer, but one who learned by 
experience.  

Kellogg was heavily involved in providing switching equipment to the Air Force at that time and had contracts 
going at several air force bases around the country.  It had become a very important part of Kellogg’s business at 
that time.  Most of the people involved in that part of the business had been relocated to another faculty on 59th 
Street, so I saw very little of them at 6650 S. Cicero.    

Again, many thanks.  This has given me a great memory trip.  I’m sure Odis can add a lot to it as well.  

Roger (Conklin) 
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